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W e have recently published 
changes in Journal policy 

regarding reporting of randomized 
controlled clinical trials1 and pre-
clinical studies.2 This editorial is 
meant to describe changes in Jour-
nal policy regarding observational 
studies. Specifically, we strongly 
encourage authors of observa-
tional studies to develop a statis-
tical analysis plan before accessing 
data, and we strongly encourage 
reviewers and readers to consider 
these plans when evaluating the 
reliability of their conclusions. 
Going forward, we require that 
authors transparently report in 
the article whether an analy-
sis plan was developed before 
accessing data.

Observational studies comple-
ment randomized trials by exam-
ining real-world clinical practice, 
oftentimes across multiple sites, 
regions, or countries, and fre-
quently generate novel hypoth-
eses that, when formally tested, 
contribute to better understand-
ing of pathophysiology, therapy, 
and clinical care. In many situations, observational studies 
are the only practical study design due to the inability to 
ethically and prospectively randomize and control certain 
interventions. Observational studies can take many forms 
including existing database analyses, post hoc analyses of pro-
spectively collected data during interventional or observa-
tional trial cross-sectional studies, case-control designs, case 
series, cohort designs, and any design where measurements 
are collected on a process of interest that is left free to vary.

In comparison to randomized controlled clinical trials, 
observational studies have many strengths, but also some 
weaknesses. There are many well-known threats to the inter-
pretation of such designs that each stem from potential bias in 
any observed association that arises from a process unrelated 

to the hypothesis of interest (e.g., 
confounding, selection bias). 
Additionally, there is typically 
uncertainty surrounding the role 
of any unmeasured variables/pro-
cesses that might influence the 
results in such designs. Because of 
the many threats to the interpreta-
tions of observational research, a 
key element of such studies is the 
development of a carefully crafted 
plan of analysis that prospectively 
defines variables of interest (pri-
mary outcome, exposure variables, 
and confounder variables), sub-
group analyses, sensitivity analy-
ses, and selection and adjustment 
methods to reduce the impact of 
biases on the interpretation of the 
results. The development of this 
plan of analysis is best done before 
examination of the data, when the 
study is being designed. When 
such designs are rigorous and pro-
spectively specified, observational 
studies have in fact been found 
not to systematically overestimate 
treatment effects as compared 
to randomized trials.3 However, 

failure to prespecify a plan of analysis can lead to several 
unwanted consequences, regardless of the type of study.

When the major elements of the plan of analysis are not 
predesigned, a serendipitous discovery of a particularly sur-
prising finding is more likely. Searching the data without 
a predefined outcome and predefined methods can trick 
even seasoned investigators into thinking that any uncov-
ered results are plausible or robust. Surprising findings 
have at their very basis a low prior probability of being true  
(i.e., that is why they are surprising), yet the very act of find-
ing them increases the perceived probability of their “true” 
existence until one fully considers the context of how they 
were observed. For example, the confidence in finding a  
single association for a prespecified hypothesis (i.e., high 
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prior probability) is much greater than finding an association 
when it was the most surprising finding of several hundred 
evaluated (i.e., low prior probability). The medical literature 
has only recently demonstrated an increasing self-awareness 
about the dire consequences that may result from the pro-
motion of surprising findings that were derived through 
poor observational or interventional research methods.4 In 
most cases, these spurious findings fail to replicate in future 
studies.5

Although failure to prespecify a plan of analysis may 
represent only one cause of the failure of many find-
ings to replicate, there is growing concern that failure to 
report the pursuit of multiple post hoc hypotheses, or data 
dredging, represents a remediable cause.6,7 In this age of 
numerous, large, easily searchable data sets—when mul-
tiple highly technical analyses can be done at the click of a 
single graphic user interface within a highly regarded statis-
tical platform—it behooves our community to encourage 
practices that are not always easy to do, particularly for 
an inexperienced investigative team standing in front of an 
existing data set with an exciting and well-intentioned idea. 
It is for this reason that AneStHeSIOlOgy, in consultation 
with leaders in observational studies in the specialty and 
with its editorial Board, is requiring transparent reporting 
of whether a predefined statistical analysis plan had been 
established.

AneStHeSIOlOgy, like most journals in the specialty, 
encourages authors to consult the reporting guideline 
for observational studies, Strengthening the Reporting 
of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (StROBe)8 
and its extensions for various types of observational 
studies, and enforces, using automated software, report-
ing of key aspects recommended in this guideline. the 
quality of reporting, as judged in part by adherence to 
StROBe, has been suggested to be reasonably good in 
publications in the specialty,9 so one may wonder at the 
need for an additional statement for yet more reporting 
requirements. the problem is this: StROBe only tan-
gentially addresses the statistical analysis plan, requir-
ing reporting of any prespecified hypotheses (StROBe 
Item 3), how the sample size was calculated (StROBe 
Item 10), and the statistical methods used (StROBe 
Item 12). We, like other leading journals,6,7 are hereby 
requiring authors to provide additional details in these 
essential elements of study design and reviewers to pay 
attention to them.

We require that randomized clinical trials be registered 
in a publicly available site before patient enrollment. Many 
investigators also register observational studies, although we 
do not require this at this time. However, the development 
of a robust analytical plan and reporting of the date of a doc-
umented submission of an analytical plan to a peer-review or 
registration forum is strongly encouraged. This peer-review 
forum may include a departmental, institutional, or multi-
center research group that reviews and critiques proposals, 

or submission of an analytic plan to an ethics or institutional 
review board is also accepted as prospective documenta-
tion of an analytical plan. The Journal reviewers and edi-
tors understand that secondary analyses of existing data sets 
may require the adjustment of an analytical plan as data are 
reviewed. However, a prospective plan that establishes fixed 
analytical elements such as primary outcome and patient 
inclusion/exclusion criteria is valued by the Journal as indi-
cators of a mature and hypothesis-driven analytical process.

The essential elements of the statistical analysis plan 
should be reported. Indicate whether this primary outcome 
definition was established a priori at initiation of the analysis 
or was post hoc during data cleaning and statistical analysis. 
Indicate whether subgroup or sensitivity analyses were estab-
lished a priori or post hoc. For studies evaluating a treatment 
effect, indicate whether a clinically meaningful effect size was 
defined, either a priori or post hoc. If an a priori effect size 
cannot be defined due to lack of empirical data or previous 
literature to guide a choice, state this clearly. Finally, indicate 
whether the same or largely overlapping data sets had been 
previously examined for similar outcome measures by the 
current study’s authors.

The purpose of this clarification of StROBe recommen-
dations is not to generate unnecessary regulatory hurdles to 
investigators. As noted, observational studies play a critical 
role in medical research. They complement randomized tri-
als in several important ways and generate novel hypotheses 
based on surprising findings. In some instances, they are the 
only feasible study design. The purpose of this change in 
requirements to this important class of research is to enhance 
the trust, validity, consistency, and confidence in their key 
findings.
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